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Abstract
The centre Part of the Bio-Magnetic field is mentioned by Swamy Vethathiri “Genetic
Centre”. Any minute portion of the genetic centre with circular motion viewed It is
“DNA” it having all imprints of the self transformation from unicellular up to man. The
subject of ‘genetic center’ is of utmost relevance to the life of living beings. The genetic
center is a phenomenon is to be realized through intuition of Mind. The genetic center is
one of the imponderables of the Universe-as is mind, space energy particle and
electromagnetism. Life first arose from that which we call non-living matter in a simple
process of evolution.
A localized globe shaped circulation of energy particle (AKASH) with nitrogen (AIR)
oxygen (HEAVY AIR) hydrogen (WATER) and carbon (SOLD) first living organism as
on earth evolve, that may begin and a concomitant charged magnetic field will be
established called genetic center. This is the basic consciousness substratum of DNA. The
inborn consciousness loaded in the DNA of offspring from the parental DNA. They
communicate the message one another. From the very beginning of evolution the
processes is continuing, this relay race contributed by ever genius one. That is
consciousness or oneness. Every living beings have physical body, astral body(made up
of photons) causal body (magnetic Body) which comprises of gravity, the Universal
Being, and its wave which is generated by the primary energy particle(photons). The
under beneath consciousness in entire Universe is equal to the inner consciousness of
DNA.
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the DNA of offspring from the parental
DNA. They communicate the message one
another. From the very beginning of
evolution the processes is continuing, this
relay race contributed by ever genius one.
That is consciousness or oneness.

Introduction:
All animals are born with intrinsic
knowledge that is essential for survival. In
born knowledge in the form of patterns is
pre-loaded in the developing brain’s long
term memory and remains intact throughout
life time. A baby animal is stand up and
walking with an half an hour of birth. The
inborn knowledge is help to walk the baby
animal. The parent animal did not learn this
in half an hour, a baby bird at the right time
jumps from the nest and flies for the first
time. The inborn consciousness loaded in

Gravity:
Gravity is the mighty force that is the
primordial state of Universe. Consciousness
is the property of gravity, the Nature or God.
“Space is almighty, the primordial state
of Universe with force and consciousness
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as inherent potential1” Consciousness is
order of function in everything and
everywhere. Force, plenum, and time only
by these four properties, the Gravity
transforms into all (non- living and living)
principles and phenomena of the Universe.
Consciousness is perfectly regulating and
directing the force of gravity. The further
modification of gravity is Universal
magnetism and bio-magnetism is the
environmental signal of the cells.

swamiVethathiri Maharishi. Here I conclude
vethathirium magnetic philosophy related
with Dr. Bruce Lipton.
Hyper communication:
Hyper communication means that the
information is available in both places
simultaneously, a unified field of
information. Sheldrake merely states that it
depends up on a kind of resonance, called
orphic resonance. This resonance shapes
and stabilizes its morphogenetic fields, such
as acoustics resonance simply involve a
transfer of energy from one system to
another, whereas morphogenetic resonance
involves a non “energetic transfer of
information”. Physic Bohm argued that
electrons are connected by invisible forces.
They are like corks bobbing on waves in the
sea. If one electron moves, the path of other
electrons entangled with it on a shared wave
will be modified. Matter, then it is
composed of waves that are thoroughly and
intimately interrelated, and the fact that
electrons have knowledge of these inter
electrons implies that they have the capacity
to remember their previous states. The point
is that these electrons are not just randomly
spin-up or spin-down. They are determined
by forces that not even Einstein could
understand, and they have the capacity to
store data.

The pre-model state of universe = Universegalaxies-planets- solid- liquid- gas- heatelectronsphotonsbosonsthe
consciousness is X or unknown.
Human are one with bigger Universe/god.
The cell engages in behavior when its brain;
the
cell
membrane,
responds
to
environmental signal. In fact, every
functional protein in human body is made as
a
complementary
“image”
of
an
environmental signal. If a protein did not
have a complementary signal to couple with,
it would not function. This means, every
protein in our bodies is a physical
electromagnetic complement to something
(SPACE) in the environment. Because
human are machines made out of protein, by
definition living beings are made in the
images of the environment, that environment
being THE UNIVERSE/GOD

Bio-photons: (LIFE FORCE PARTICLE)
Russian biologist, Alexander Gurwitsch,
who in 1923 had proposed that onion roots
could communicate with each other using
UV light. Gurwitsch had found that onion
foots could stimulate the foots of a
neighboring plant if they were in quartz
glass pot which allowed UV light to pass
through, and not if the pots were made of
silicon glass which flitted UV light. As this
was the only difference between the two
forms of pot, it became apparent To
Gruwitsch that the plant must be
communicating using Ultra violet48. UV

“I believe that cells teach us not only about
the mechanisms of life, but also teach us
how live rich, full lives…..I can tell you that
you are in truth a cooperative community of
approximately fifty trillion single-celled
citizen almost all the cells that make up your
body are amoeba-like, individual organisms
that have evolved a cooperative strategy for
their mutual survival. Reduced to basic
terms, human beings are3 simply
consequence
if
“collective
amoebic
consciousness.2” The above concept created
already by the philosophical thoughts of
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intelligence in the DNA that sets up the
consciousness of all living creatures
(including
plants).
The
networked
intelligence is a hyper communication in
DNA that constitutes a
substratum
beneath the physical world. Eternal Space is
the primordial state. Plenum, force time and
consciousness are inherent and latent. “An
everlasting,
singular,
almighty,
all
penetrative, super-transparent, invisible,
fluid, dark matter, with inherent potential of
ever-increasing
self-compressive
surrounding, pressure force, in its
intensification resulting in automatic
repulsion which forms the infinitesimal
primary energy particle is unified force. This
is the omnipotent, divine principle which
has the dual character of gravity and
gravitational repulsion, existing and
functioning as an invisible thread throughout
the universe. Unified force is the primordial
state and the same is plenum, force and
consciousness, adored as God4”.

light has a wave length of about 380nm and
a frequency of 1015Hz. It wave length is
shorter than visible light and its frequency is
faster. Dr.Popp and his Ph.D. students did
some experiment with the help of machine
called photomultiplier. They noticed that
light in coming from living organism
(including plant). A coherent light is one
that retains its precise sinusoidal wave from
for longer periods of time. The light
emanating from these living organisms was
the nature of laser light.
Popp developed theories about how light
(photons) from the food we eat is stored in
the body. We eat green vegetables, it is
metabolized in to carbon di oxide and water;
and he reasoned that the energy from these
photons must be distributed over the entire
spectrum of electromagnetic frequencies
and dissipated in the body. This energy, he
reasoned, was the driving force for all
molecules.
Chemical reactions can occur when
electrons are activated by photons of a
certain frequency, and therefore provide
the appropriated amount of energy. Photons
stored by green vegetables that are
responsible for triggering these effects, that
electromagnetic vibrations from these bio
photons are specifically directing chemical
reactions that would be much slower at body
temperature of 370C if un facilitated by
electromagnetic energy. Dr. popp came to
the conclusion that photons (light) control
everything in the cell. He found that all the
molecules that make up the cell responded
to individual frequencies, and these
molecules intern modulated the frequencies
of DNA. Dr. Popp exclaims, “we know
today that man is essentially a being of
light3”.

Primary energy particles (vethon or photons)
evolved from space. The primary energy
particles (photons) has speedy spinning
action by constant surrounding pressure of
the mighty space. By the friction created
between the photons and the surrounding
space, countless waves constantly emerge
and form globe shapes (yogan). These
secondary particles merge into space and
become magnetic fields. It has the quality of
space. So the awakened consciousness is
magnetism.
Conclusion:
Every living beings have physical body,
astral body(made up of photons) causal body
(magnetic Body) which comprises of
gravity, the Universal Being, and its wave
which is generated by the primary energy
particle(photons). The under beneath
consciousness in entire Universe is equal to
the inner consciousness of DNA.

In their book Vernetzintelligenz (Networked
intelligence), Grazyna Fosar and Franz
Bludorf argue that there is a networked
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